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Instructions:
1. Question No.1 is compulsory. Q1 carries 20 marks.

2. Attempt any three questions from Question Nos. 2 to 7. Each Question carries 10 marks.

Q. No.1 Answer the critical thinking questions at the end of the case. Marks

The president of Goodwill Corporation Ltd, Mr Abhishek Mukherji wanted to
facilitate upward communication. He believed an open-door policy was a good
option. He announced that his own door was open to all employees and encouraged
senior managers to do the same. He felt this would give him a way to get early
warning signals that would be filtered or redirected through the formal chain of
command. Mr Mukherji found that many employees who used the open-door policy
had been with the company for years and were comfortable talking to the president.
Sometimes messages came through about inadequate policies and procedures. Mr
Mukherji would raise these issues and explain any changes at the next senior
managers’ meeting. The most difficult complaints to handle were those form people
who were not getting along with their bosses.

One employee, Anand, complained bitterly that his manager had over committed on
behalf of the department and put everyone under tremendous pressure. Anand argued
that long hours and low morale were major problems. However, he would not allow
Mr Mukherji to either bring the manager into the discussion or seek out other
employees to confirm the complaint. Although Mr Mukherji suspected that Anand
might be right, he could not let the matter lie and said, ‘Have you considered leaving
the company?’ This made Anand realize that a meeting with his immediate boss was
unavoidable.

Before the three-party meeting, Mr Mukherji contacted Anand’s manager and
explained what was going on. He insisted that the manager come to the meeting
willing to listen and without hostility towards Anand. Anand’s manager listened
attentively and displayed no ill will. He learned the problem from Anand’s
perspective and realized he was over his head in his new job. After the meeting, the
manager said he was relieved. He had been promoted into the job from a technical
position just a few months earlier and had no management or planning experience.
He welcomed Mr Mukherji’s offer to help him do a better job of planning.

Questions:
1. What techniques increased Mr Mukherji’s communication effectiveness?
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2. Do you think that an open-door policy was the right way to improve upward

communication?

3. What problems do you think an open-door policy creates?

4. Many employees may not be comfortable with this kind of an arrangement?

What other techniques would you suggest?

Source: Business Communication, Meenakshi Raman and Prakash Singh, OUP.
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Q.No.2 Given below is the picture of Mr. Rakesh Singh and his colleague Mr. Suresh Pathak.

Both are colleagues working at the same level of hierarchy in an Advertising firm.

They are discussing something related to their client. Interpret with proper

justification any two non-verbal observations about their behavior based on the two

images – ‘A’ & ‘B’.

(A) (B)
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Q.No.3 A travelling man once spent a sleepless night in a hotel room, tormented by the sight

of cockroaches walking over the ceiling walls, and floor. Upon returning home, he

indignantly protested the condition in a letter to the hotel management. Some days

later, to his delight, he received a masterfully written response. It complimented him

for reporting the condition, and it assured him that the matter would be corrected

that such a thing would never happen again. The man was satisfied, and his

confidence in the hotel was restored. His satisfaction vanished, however, when he

discovered and interoffice memo that had been accidentally inserted into the

envelope. The memo said, “Send this nut the cockroach letter.”

How do you think the complaint has been handled? Discuss the implications of

the discovery of the interoffice memo.
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Q.No.4 From the perspective of Transactional analysis and different ego states describe a

situation each from your day-to-day experiences of:
a. ‘Parent-Child’ Transaction

b. ‘Adult-Adult’ Transaction
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Q. No. 5 Recently your company moved its offices to a location in an attempt to attract more

desirable clients and to make it easier for employees to reach. However, both the

availability and cost has led to smaller, more compact workspaces. Although you

love the new location, the closeness has led to an unexpected nuisance – distracting

noise. The company recognized the importance of creating efficient work areas, so

all old monitors were replaced with smaller, more compact flat panel displays. These

flat panels are much quieter than the old monitors, but now you can hear the clicking

of the keyboards everywhere. So you researched quieter keyboards and discovered

some fairly low-cost options – membrane keyboards.

Membrane keyboards are quieter than mechanical ones because when the user

presses a key on a membrane keyboard, it hits a rubbery material. Although these

keyboards usually have a softer, spongier feel than the mechanical ones, some

manufacturers use small plungers and springs to increase the tactile response some

typists prefer. Companies manufacturing these keyboards offer these at a lower price

for improving productivity.

You realize that your company has spent a lot in this move, so it’s likely management

won’t be pleased with your request for spending even more. Therefore, you

recognize you’ll have to write a persuasive message in your attempt to get new

keyboards as soon as possible.

Write this message to your boss.
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Q. No. 6 Identify the mistakes in the following draft. Rewrite the draft.

From: Customer Services Team

To: Khushi

Date: 9th August, 2019

Dear Khushi,

We received your complaint dated 2nd August, 2019 about the problem you are facing

with your laptop after we serviced the same on 15 July, 2019.

However during the service we did a thorough check and our qualified technicians

could not find any defects in the laptop. The issue you raised about the speakers not

working properly has also been checked. As per our quality guidelines, the speakers

are working fine.

You have mentioned about the replacement of the laptop case, which had come torn

when you received the consignment. That however is not possible as it is not covered

in the warranty. You will need to directly speak with the company as we do not

handle any questions pertaining to any accessories.

Thank you for using our services.

Regards,Customer Services Team
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Q. No. 7 Attempt any one:

(a) ‘Conciseness’ as an important attribute of effective communication.

(b) Empathy in Communication

(c) Psychological barriers to communication
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